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Why do so many people complain about
their hearing aids?
• They don't have the features required to adequately address the hearing issues. The wrong ones were
prescribed to begin with.
• The aids were fitted by someone who doesn't have the commitment, equipment or expertise to ensure they
CAN perform their best. Modern digital hearing aids work best when the audiologist uses accurate
audiological evaluations, speech understanding tests, loudness mapping, Real Ear Measurements and other
advanced tests to adjust them. Without those procedures, the provider could be relying upon less accurate
methods and even trial and error, which may result in underperforming aids and additional costs.
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How do I ensure that I will get the
hearing care I deserve?
To make sure you are getting excellent hearing care and hearing aids that help you hear better in all life
situations, keep these things in mind:

• Insist on being seen by a Doctor of Audiology. They have an earned doctorate degree in a university and
years of clinical experience and training to accurately fit hearing aids. Look for an Au.D.or Ph.D. behind
their names. Consumers may be surprised to learn that the minimum educational requirements for a
licensed hearing aid technician to enter their trade is a high school diploma and a one year apprenticeship.

• Ask providers if they do real ear measurements (REM) for every patient, as well as speech testing,
loudness mapping and other technologies to fine-tune hearing aids. Every step of the comprehensive
fitting process helps fine-tune the hearing experience. Many patients are shocked at how many different
steps we take to ensure they hear their best.

• Ask sales people at Costco, Audibel, Miracle Ear, Beltone and other chain stores if their hearing aids are
"locked". Locked hearing aids mean you cannot change providers if you are not satisfied.

